SANITIZING & DISINFECTING SERVICES

While many public spaces have improved their cleaning, in times like these it can be challenging to verify the efforts made for the employee and customer's peace of mind. Specialty Environmental provides testing services that will support your efforts to remove harmful viruses from your business. Let us, help you and your customers.

Certified and trained team members

Proper equipment, supplies & personal protective gear

Ensure all site specific controls in place
  • Includes cleaning of equipment for every job/vehicles

Residential settings we can disinfect hard/non-porous surfaces
  • Knobs, handles, tables, counters and other high touch areas

Cleaning of all surfaces
  • Uses EPA/CDC approved Antimicrobial Disinfectant

Cleaning of all touch points, specialized treatment
  • Fog & wipe

Two lab tests* & associated reports
  • Sterile swab testing for designated test area

Soft surfaces cleaning (office/commercial only)

Cleaning of all touch points, specialized treatment
  • Fog & wipe, including walls & cabinets

Surface cleaning evaluation and test reporting

Air quality and sterile swab testing of surface areas for:
  • Bacteria
  • COVID-19

Risk assessment

FOLLOW UP EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AVAILABLE FOR EVERY SERVICE LEVEL

*Additional testing available for an added charge